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Chmielewski, John A. Investigation into Altitude Switch Customer Returns
Abstract
ABS Sensors is a manufacturer of pressure sensors and switches for the Aerospace industry.
They have been in existence for 50 years in Connecticut. In 2015, the company started to
receive complaints from a major aircraft manufacturer ACME Jet regarding altitude switch
AS321. Main complaint is that the switch does not actuate as specified.
Through cooperation between ABS Sensors, ACME Jet and XYZ China ACME Jet’s
sub-tier supplier in China this study is to determine root cause of failures. Determine if the
problem is in the build process at ABS Sensors or in the measurement system equipment in all
facilities testing.
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Chapter I: Introduction
ABS Sensors is a manufacturer of pressure sensors for the Aerospace industry. They
have been in the business since the 1960’s. There are 147 employees located at the facility.
ABS Sensors is a design to order manufacturer of pressure transducers and switches, and
lubrication tank systems, with annual sales of $50M. Their products are engineered to meet
stringent customer specific requirements and are produced low-volume, high mix with relatively
long lead times. The sensors are used in both commercial and military fixed wing aircraft and
helicopters. In addition, their sensors are found throughout aerospace such as in the space
station, delta and atlas rockets, ICBMs, Tactical Tomahawks and other Missile applications.
In 2015, the company received complaints from a major aircraft manufacturer ACME Jet
regarding failure during installation of altitude switch AS321. Major complaint is that the switch
does not actuate as specified. The switches are used in the oxygen deployment system of
commercial airlines. They were failing air bag deployment testing by actuating under the low
limit.
Statement of the Problem
In 2015, the company received complaints from ACME Jet regarding altitude switches
failing during installation into aircraft. ACME Jet found that approximately 45% of all altitude
switches shipped during the end of 2015 were out of the lower limit. ABS Sensor records show
that all altitude switches left the facility within tolerance.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to identify the root causes of the problem of why ABS321
switches are being received by ACME Jet out of tolerance where the actuation point is under the
low limit. This issue is the switches have all been tested and shipped out in tolerance. After
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identifying the root causes to the problem by using PDCA methodology a team from all
companies involved: ABS Sensors, ACME Jet and XYZ China will implement corrective actions
from analyzing data and/or processes thereby eliminating the out of tolerance condition. After
the corrective actions are implemented the combined corporate team is to verify the effectiveness
of the implemented corrective actions.
1. Find root cause of the problem.
2. Analyze material and/or process to prevent future failures in the field.
3. Verify pressure gauges for proper measurement of pressure/vacuum.
4. Implement new process utilizing proper pressure/vacuum equipment.
Assumptions of the Study
In this study, it was assumed that all assembly and testing was performed according to
ABS Sensor drawings and procedures. This also includes installation of sensor into ACME Jet’s
aircraft. It is also assumed that all data used in this study was measured and recorded accurately.
Definition of Terms
The following is a list of terms that have been identified as being critical to understanding
this research report.
Absolute pressure. A pressure scale based on PSIA "0" or a perfect vacuum.
Accuracy. The limit of deviation from the set point of a pressure or vacuum switch. It is
usually defined in either pounds per square inch, or percentage of full scale.
Actuation set point. The exact point at which the electrical switching element functions.
This is generally expressed in PSI, inches of mercury or PSIA.
Ambient pressure. The pressure immediately surrounding a pressure switch, usually but
not necessarily, atmospheric gauge pressure.
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Aneroid capsule. A thin corrugated hollow disk that is partially evacuated of gas and is
restrained from collapsing by an external or internal spring; the deflection of the spring will be
nearly proportional to the difference between the internal and external pressures.
Atmospheric pressure. The pressure caused by the actual weight of the earth's
atmosphere. At sea level, atmospheric pressure equals 14.7 psi, 30 inches of mercury or 408
inches of water, above absolute "0" ("0" PSI).
Acceptance Test Procedure (ATP). Final testing to drawing specifications prior to
shipping.
Boundary diagram. A graphical illustration of the relationships between components,
subassemblies, and assemblies within a product. In addition, how they interface with neighboring
systems and environments.
Deactuation point. After the pressure has reached set point and operated the electrical
switch, it must return to the reset point before the electrical switch returns to its original position.
Deadband. The difference between the increasing and decreasing readings when the
switch is operated between set point and reset point.
Design Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (DFMEA). A methodical approach used
during the design of a product to identify potential risks. Identifies the design functions, its
failure modes and their effects with a corresponding severity ranking.
Gage Repeatability and Reproducibility (GR&R). An analysis of variable
measurement tools or methods to determine if measurement variability is low enough that it does
not interfere with the ability to detect non-conforming parts, or differences between parts.
Light box. An electrical device that is used to show when a switch is actuated (normally
close) and is deactuated (normally open).
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Measurement System Analysis (MSE). Identifies and quantifies different sources of
variation that affect a measurement system.
Microswitch. A device that opens or closes an electrical circuit in response to movement
from the pressure or vacuum sensing element.
Plan Do Check Act (PDCA). A problem solving approach where plan is to plan a
change, do is to test the change, check is reviewing the test and analyzing the results and act
where action is taken based on analyzed results.
Pressure/Vacuum controller. Is a device that produces a controlled pressure or
vacuum.
Pressure switch. An instrument that converts a pressure change to an electrical function.
Repeatability. The ability of the switch to actuate repeatedly at the desired set point
within sensor tolerance.
Thermal chamber. A device that is used to control the thermal environment in an
enclosed chamber.
Vacuum gauge. A pressure less than ambient pressure using ambient pressure as a
reference.
Limitations of the Study
The investigation and results was a joint effort from all parties involved ABS Sensors,
China XYZ and ACME Jet. ABS Sensors was unaware that they were shipping noncompliant
product to ACME Jet. ABS Sensors switch was built using a proven process for over 2 decades
and according to ATP data taken with a calibrated piece of equipment.
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Methodology
This report will present an overview of the design, manufacturing and testing of altitude
switch. This failure investigation involves multiple parties: the end user ACME Jet and their
sub-tier supplier China XYZ. This section will also summarize the methodology of verification
of build process, gauge selection for testing and structured testing, including Measurement
System Analysis and Gage R&R. The testing results and analysis of these tests will be presented
in support of the conclusions and suggested improvements.
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Chapter II: Literature Review
The overall goal of this project is to find root cause using problem solving tools found in
the PDCA toolbox. Based on the findings this study will help implement changes to
manufacturing processes in assembly and testing to ensure that the new processes will conform
to product design specifications and meet customer expectations.
There has been much written on Six Sigma and this project is not to be a Six Sigma
project. Because ACME Jet needs to find root cause and implement a corrective action as soon
as possible or else aircraft production will be halted. To satisfy customer expectations, the
project will use PDCA method to find root cause because of time constraints. A team was
constructed between ABS Sensors, ACME Jet & XYZ China Assy.
PDCA
History. PDCA is an acronym for Plan Do Check Act. PDCA evolved from scientific
method originated by Sir Francis Bacon (1561-1626). He identified three steps of investigation:
hypothesis, experiment, and evaluation (Watson & DeYong, 2010, p. 67). Later in the 1939 Dr.
Walter A. Shewhart came up with what is called the Shewhart Cycle. The Shewhart Cycle was
coined by W. Edwards Deming, Ph.D. Deming edited Shewhart’s book Statistical Method from
the Viewpoint of Quality Control. Shewhart had stated:
It may be helpful to think of the three steps in the mass production process as steps in the
scientific method. In this sense, specification, production, and inspection correspond
respectively to making a hypothesis, carrying out an experiment, and testing the hypothesis. The
three steps constitute a dynamic scientific process of acquiring knowledge (Moen & Norman,
2006, p. 5). The three steps are seen in 2 versions in figure 1 Shewhart cycle.
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Figure 1. Shewhart cycle.
Deming further expanded on the Shewhart Cycle and while in Japan at a Union of
Scientists and Engineers (JUSE) design the PDCA Plan Do Check Act cycle or as the Japanese
refer to it as the Deming Wheel example given in figure 2. “PDCA is a continuous feedback
loop to identify and change process elements to reduce variation. The objective of PDCA is to
plan to do something, manufacture or do it, verify or check it for meeting requirements, and
correct the process to maintain the acceptable output performance” (Gupta, 2006, p. 45)
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Figure 2. Deming wheel.
Plan phase. “This phase is not just about planning what to do, but also to identify and
analyze the problem and establish performance targets and methods to reach the targets”
(Lodgaard & Aasland, 2011).
Do phase. This is where the defined issues are implemented according to the plan.
There may be more than one potential or competing causes to the actual problem. With this said
the improvement plan can contain items that are attempted, but may not be a major factor in
resolving the observed problem (Lodgaard & Aasland, 2011).
Check phase. This is where the data is gathered and a data review is conducted. The
data is studied or analyzed to evaluate the effect of any implementations. During the check step,
it affirms the success of the planned actions by addressing the core problem and whether the root
causes have been eliminated. If the problem is completely solved you can move to the act step,
if the action items was only partially successful it may be necessary to return and review
previous steps (Lodgaard & Aasland, 2011).
Act phase. Here the standardization of improved processes is to ensure that the
improved level of performance is maintained and to capture the learning during the work
performed in all the steps in the PDCA cycle (Lodgaard & Aasland, 2011).
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“The PDCA cycle is effective in both doing a job and managing a program. The PDCA
cycle enables two types of corrective action – temporary and permanent. The temporary action
is aimed at results by practically tackling and fixing the problem. The permanent corrective
action, on the other hand, consists of investigation and eliminating the root causes and thus
targets the sustainability of the improved process” (Sokovic, Pavletic & Pipan, 2010, p. 478).
Comparison of PDCA and DMAIC. What both PDCA and DMAIC approaches have
in common is that they follow a scientific and methodic way to solve the problem. The planning
phase combines the define, measure and analyze from the DMAIC method. The do phase is the
same as the DMAIC methods improve step. Finally check and act are combined are equal to the
control step in the DMAIC.
Table 1
Cross Reference Chart
PDCA

Plan

DMAIC

Define
Measure
Analyze

Do

Improve

Check
Act

Control

PDCA is a general methodology using a qualitative approach to problem solving. PDCA
is the classic problem solving approach in a LEAN environment. PDCA is used for medium
sized problems and the Act-phase implies that the PDCA-Cycle should start again in the sense of
a continuous improvement process (Liesener, 2014).
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DMAIC is very specific methodology using a quantitative approach using statistics to
reduce variation. In basic terms the DMAIC problem solving technique is a 5-Step PDCA
usually used for large problems where there is a huge amount of data available. Because of the
amount of data the DMAIC uses more statistical tools than the PDCA. (Liesener, 2014).
There are more similarities than differences between the PDCA and DMAIC. Both use
teams to solve problems. Decision making for both use facts, experiments and data analysis for
decision making by their respective groups. All are cyclical in the support of continuous
improvement.
Fishbone Diagram
The Fishbone Diagram or the Cause and Effect Diagram (also called the Ishikawa
diagram) is one of the tools used for identifying the root causes of problems. “The Ishikawa
diagram was named after Kaoru Ishikawa, a Japanese quality control statistician, the man who
pioneered the use of this chart in the 1960's.” (Juran & Godfrey, 1999).
According to Koripadu & Subbaiah, (2014) “The diagram-based technique, which
combines brainstorming with a type of mind Map, pushes to consider all probable causes/reasons
of a problem, rather than just the ones that are most obvious” (p. 91). To garner the full effect of
using the fishbone diagram a team will be needed to be formed. With a team approach to
problem solving comes many opinions to the problem’s root cause. The visual display of the
fishbone helps bring out the many potential causes for a specific problem.
For manufacturing, there are 6 M Categories: Machines, Methods, Materials,
Measurements, Mother Nature (Environment) and Manpower (People) as shown below in figure
3 Fishbone example.
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Figure 3. Fishbone example.
5 Whys
The 5 Whys is a questioning method or technique. It was developed by Sakichi Toyoda
who is known as the "King of Japanese Inventors" (Robertson, 2016). 5 Whys were
incorporated by Taichi Ohno and used in his Toyota Production System. The method is Look at
a failed process and then work backwards questioning what could have caused the failure. The
method consists in repeating several times inquiries, which start with "why". Usually the answer
to a preceding question is used to formulate the next inquiry. The sequence of questions is
expected to approach the basic cause of definite problem.
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“5 Whys is most useful when problems involve human factors or interactions. In day-today business life it can be used within or without a Six Sigma project.” (“Determine the Root
Cause: 5 Whys,” n.d.). The 5 Whys is a basic simplistic tool that is child-like by constantly
asking why. Very often there is such a seemingly obvious reason for a problem but will lead you
to another question. This tool does not have to involve data collection or statistical tools. By
drawing down the 5 Whys one can determine the relationship between different root causes of a
problem.
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Chapter III: Methodology
This chapter will provide a theory of operation, purpose and a manufacturing overview.
The application of Plan Phase is summarized. The failure investigation process will be a guide
as to what type of testing and data collection should be used.
Application
ABS Sensor’s altitude switch p/n: AS321 is plumbed into the cabin pressurization system
and in the event of cabin depressurization the oxygen masks that will automatically deploy.
Aircraft Manufacturer ACME Jet’s airliners are pressurized to a maximum of 8,000 feet.
According to the Federal Aviation Regulations aircraft must be equipped to provide a cabin
altitude of no more than 8,000 feet or cabin pressure of no lower than 565 mmHg at the
maximum cruise altitude (Subcommittee, C. A., Aerospace Medical Association, & Aviation
Safety Committee, 2008). Commercial airliners will cruise at a cruising altitude of 38,000 feet.
The cabin is pressurized by the cabin air system, which also controls airflow, air filtration and
temperature. Cabin depressurizations are extremely rare events. In fact, airliners are built with
redundancies in place to prevent such occurrences.
Theory of Operation
The basic components of ABS Sensor ABS321 type pressure switch is the aneroid
capsule, snap action electrical switch, cover/header assembly and the "unibody" housing. A
boundary diagram and DFMEA were created during the design of ABS321 referenced in
Appendix A and B respectively. The capsule is threaded into the housing and held in place by a
locking helicoil insert. The relative distance between the capsule and the electrical switch
determines the actuation and deactuation set points. The cover/header assembly is fitted over the
housing. An O Ring seals the cover to the housing.
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The set points remain stable throughout the entire temperature range for two reasons, the
first being that the capsule is aneroid in construction and therefore has an insignificant volume to
be affected by temperature shifts. Secondly, the capsule is manufactured from Ni SPAN C, a
constant modulus alloy which reduces spring rate changes over temperature.
The cover is fabricated from brass then plated with tin. The housing is anodized
aluminum. Therefore, neither parts of which will be adversely affected by the environments
imposed.
Typical aircraft cabin altitudes are 6,000 to 7,500 feet. At this altitude the switch is in the
deactuated when the aneroid capsule does not have contact with the microswitch as shown below
in figure 5 the deactuated state tolerance is 499.6 mmHg Max. or 11,150 ft. Min..

Figure 4. Deactuated state.
Referencing figure 6 in the actuated state as pressure decreases (vacuum pulled) at the
pressure port, the aneroid capsule expands and makes contact with the microswitch to actuate it
at a predetermined position will activate thereby dropping oxygen masks for passengers.
Tolerance is 440.4 & 452.6 mmHg or 14,335.67 &13,652.6 ft.. If the commercial airline
experiences a catastrophic event at cruising altitude where the fuselage ruptures and
depressurization occurs then AS321 switch will activate thereby dropping oxygen masks for
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passengers. As the pressure increases at the pressure port, the aneroid capsule contracts and
breaks contact with the microswitch allowing it to return back to the deactuation condition.

Figure 5. Actuated state.
Manufacturing Overview
All assembly and testing is performed at ABS Sensors. For understanding of build
instructions an exploded view of AS321 switch is in figure 7 along with a build flow chart in
figure 8. The building of an AS321 is quite involved utilizing various processes. These
processes showcase ABS Sensor’s core compancies which include brazing, fine hand assembly
and soldering.
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Figure 6. Exploded view of AS321.
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Figure 7. Build process.
Op 1. Issue material out to production altitude switch cell.
Op 2. Induction braze receptacle to cover using lapel machine using solder and flux.
Clean residue using isopropyl alcohol. See Figure 8. Op 2 Lapel machine.

Figure 8. Lapel machine.
Op 3. Install using pneumatic tool to insert helicoil insert into housing. Top edge of
insert shall be between 1 to 1.5 threads below top surface of threaded hole. See figure 9 Helicoil
install.
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Figure 9. Helicoil install.
Op 4. Lightly lubricate capsule threads and thread capsule into housing using a 3/32
Allen wrench. Thread into housing until top of capsule is midway between lip and base of
housing. See figure 10 Capsule install.

Figure 10. Capsule install.
Op 5. Install overtravel stop with center recess pointed down towards capsule. See
figure 11 Stop install.

Figure 11. Stop install.
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Op 6a. Thread microswitch mounting screw to housing. See figure 12 Thread mounting
screw.

Figure 12. Thread mounting screw.
Op 6b. Set rollover machines pressure regulator to 60 PSI. Insert crimp tool in to
rollover machine. Install housing capsule assembly into rollover machine. Crimp housing onto
mounting screw. See figure 13 Crimping.

Figure 13. Crimping.
Op 7. Install housing capsule assembly into capsule fixture. Set capsule position by
using a 3/32” allen wrench inserted into capsule. Turn capsule clockwise (inward) carefully
observing sight and feel when the capsule just makes contact with the travel stop. Adjust dial
indicator for .011 inches of travel. Depress dial indicator lever to set 0. Turn capsule counterclockwise between .007” and .008”. Carefully remove 3/32” allen wrench. By using a 1/8 allen
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wrench turn dial indicator away from unit. Finally remove switch from capsule fixture observing
travel stop to capsule button gap. See figure 14 Set gap.

Figure 14. Set gap.
Op 8. Place housing capsule assemblies into thermal chamber for thermal cycling.
Thermal cycle housing capsule assemblies from 160°F to -65°F for 2 hours at each temperature
for 3½ cycles minimum, ending on hot. See figure 15 Thermal cycle.

Figure 15. Thermal cycle.
Op 9a. Install microswitch onto mounting screw in housing capsule assembly. Leave
screws lightly tightened. See figure 16 Install microswitch.
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Figure 16. Install microswitch.
Op 9b. Mount microswitch sub-assembly into microswitch position setting fixture. See
figure 17 Microswitch position setting fixture.

Figure 17. Microswitch position setting fixture.
Op 9c. A micrometer in the fixture comes into contact with body of microswitch for
adjustment. Because the microswitch is lightly tightened it is able to be adjusted. Turn
micrometer clockwise until the light box indicates actuation (Normally Closed) via light change
over. See figure 18 Set actuation.
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Figure 18. Set actuation.
Op 9d. Gently turn the micrometer counter clockwise until the light change over occurs
or deactuation (Normally Open) occurs. Tighten microswitch mounting screws and observe that
the light box does not change over indicating actuation. See figure 19 Set deactuation.

Figure 19. Set deactuation.
Op 10. Install microswitch sub-assemblies into vacuum oven and using digital pressure
controller/gauge apply proof pressure of 12 PSIG. Allow microswitch sub-assemblies to rest 4
hours minimum before continuing rough calibration. See figure 20 Proof Pressure.
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Figure 20. Proof pressure.
Op 11a. General test stand setup. See figure 21 Test stand.
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Figure 21. Test stand.
Op 11b. Rough Calibration. Switches must be at room ambient or 75°F. Thread rough
calibration fixture into pressure manifold. Insert microswitch sub-assemblies into rough
calibration fixture. Note proper orientation to electrical push pins, cover and tighten into
position. See figure 22 Rough calibration fixture.
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Figure 22. Rough calibration fixture.
Op 11c. Insert capsule adjusting pin into allen keyed capsule. See figure 23 Capsule
adjusting pin.

Figure 23. Capsule adjusting pin.
Op 11d. Use the vacuum input valve and adjusting pin to set the actuate point to 446.5
mmHg. See figure 24 Set actuation.
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Figure 24. Set actuation.
Op 12. Install microswitch sub-assemblies into pressure cycling tree fixture and set
pressure cycler for 500 cycles from .5 to 28 PSIA. See figure 25 Pressure cycle.

Figure 25. Pressure cycle.
Op 13. Torque microswitch mounting screws to 80 inch ounces. See figure 26 Torque
screws.
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Figure 26. Torque screws.
Op 14. Solder wires from switch to receptacle. See figure 27 Soldering.

Figure 27. Soldering.
Op 15a. Apply grease to O-ring prior to assembly. Side O-ring over microswitch subassembly and install microswitch sub-assembly into cover. See figure 28 O-ring.
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Figure 28. O-ring.
Op 15b. Drill, pin and press cover to microswitch sub-assembly. See figure 29 Drill, pin
and press.

Figure 29. Drill, pin and press.
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Op 15c. Apply grease to O-ring prior to assembly. Insert O-ring into pressure port O-ring
groove. Using screws assemble port fitting to switch sub-assembly. Torque screws to 180 inch
ounces. Lockwire screws. See figure 30 Assemble pressure port.

Figure 30. Assemble pressure port.
Op 17a. Final Calibration. Mount unit onto calibration test fixture. See figure 31
Calibration fixture.

Figure 31. Calibration fixture.
Op 17b. Insert capsule adjusting pin into allen keyed capsule. See figure 32 Insert
capsule adjusting pin.
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Figure 32. Insert capsule adjusting pin.
Op 17c. Apply power to switch via light box by inserting mating connector onto
receptacle. See figure 33 Apply power to switch.

Figure 33. Apply power to switch.
Op 17d. Adjust set points per table 2. Apply vacuum and adjust switch using to
actuation at 446.5 mmHg (Normally Closed) and deactuate at 499.6 mmHg minimum (Normally
Open). See figure 34 Adjust set points.
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Table 2
Set Points
State

mmHg

Altitude in feet

Actuation

440.4 & 452.6

14,335.67 &
13,652.6

Deactuation

499.6 mmHg
Max

11,150 ft. Min
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Figure 34. Adjust set points.
Op 18. Apply part markings using Rofin laser marker on switch body and bracket. Then
ink stamp F.A.A and PMA markings. See figure 35 Laser marker.
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Figure 35. Laser marker.
Op 19a. ATP. Hold switch on production shelf for 10 day stabilization period.
Op 19b. ATP. Install switches into pressure cycling fixture and using digital pressure
controller/gauge apply proof pressure of 12 PSIG. Allow switches to rest 4 hours minimum
before conducting ATP functional test. See figure 36 ATP Proof Pressure.

Figure 36. ATP proof pressure.
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Op 19c. Install switch into manifold and electrically power up using light box on ATP
test stand. Verify set points: actuation between 440.4 - 452.6 mmHg and deactuation to at 499.6
mmHg minimum. See figure 37 ATP Test stand.

Figure 37. ATP test stand.
Op 19d. Install mounting bracket to switch body per drawing. See figure 38 Install
bracket. Submit to final inspection.

Figure 38. Install bracket.
Op 20. Final INSPECT per drawing and specification sheet.
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Initial Complaint and Investigation
In September of 2015 ACME Jet had complaints regarding switches that were failing air
bag deployment testing by actuating under the low limit with a vacuum. The switches are then
removed from the aircraft and replaced with spare switches from their stock. These spare
switches are also from ABS Sensors. The removed switch is then sent to their engineering test
lab to verify failure mode. Their lab technicians test the switches actuation and deactuation
points.
Table 3 shows the test results from ACME Jet where there were 53 switches shipped the
last quarter of 2015. Results are 26 passed and 24 failed a failure rate of 55%. The actuation
mean from this data is 440.43 mmHg. The tolerance of the switch is 440.4 - 452.6 mmHg.
Comparing the low limit of 440.4 mmHg to the actuation mean of 440.43 mmHg calculates out
to a delta of +.03 mmHg or barely in tolerance. Standard practice when calibrating switches is to
set actuation point to the mean of 446.5 mmHg the data shows a negative bias of 6 mmHg.
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Table 3
2015 Rejects
S/N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

P/F
P
F
P
P
F
F
F
P
P
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
P
F
F
P
F
F
P
F
P
F

Actuation
448.91
438.17
442.81
440.60
441.31
438.35
438.23
440.80
441.52
438.29
437.61
440.21
439.84
438.45
438.33
438.55
439.98
445.98
436.42
439.06
444.22
438.69
439.83
441.13
439.75
444.86
439.63

S/N
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

P/F
F
F
P
P
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P

Actuation
436.95
438.19
440.73
441.70
438.72
439.00
438.08
438.56
438.14
430.67
439.72
440.05
438.66
442.81
443.69
442.82
443.29
442.81
444.15
444.05
441.78
442.60
443.72
441.62
443.91
441.13

Fishbone results. Figure 39 Completed fishbone has the fish bone diagram identifying
the possible causes.
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Figure 39. Completed fishbone.
Environment is when heat, humidity and weather impacts the manufacturing process.
➢ Ambient pressure influences the switch to a small degree because the aneroid capsule
expands and contracts due to changes in pressure (ambient conditions). Non-issue.
➢ Actuation set point can change due to outside impact on switch itself i.e. dropped
from bench to floor will very likely change the set point and might not return to
original setting. Non-issue.
➢ Ambient pressure is affected by moisture in the air, gravity differences in different
latitudes, barometer elevation differences from sea level, and on temperature
expansion and contraction differences. Non-issue.
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Methods are the standard descriptions used in production and its support processes.
➢ Routings are accurate and show few changes over the past 5 years. One change that
will require further investigation is the removal of a digital pressure controller/gauge
and replaced with an analog gauge.
➢ Routings are followed exactly without deviation.
➢ Operator fabricates and tests units as was intended by the routing using the correct
equipment
➢ Recheck of various units showed some variation in setpoint, but all within allowable
tolerances.
➢ In 2015 ACME Jet changed to a handheld pressure controller/gauge to test switches
after installation of J-Box into aircraft.
➢ In late 2014 ACME Jet moved their J-Box assembly to XYZ China Assy in China.
Questioned XYZ China Assy about possible mishandling or incorrectly installing the
altitude switch. Even if there were problems during install in China it would not
explain the negative bias of 3 mmHg.
➢ Suspect that there could be a problem with the orientation between the capsule and
microswitch where it can be sensitive to mounting orientation: vertical, horizontal.
This is deemed as a minor issue because this would have been seen years earlier.
➢ Damage occurred to the switch during shipment
Materials are the raw materials or components that brought into the manufacturing
process.
➢ Changes to aneroid capsule or construction initiated by capsule supplier have caused
changes to unit performance.
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➢ Changes to microswitch or construction initiated by microswitch supplier have caused
changes to unit performance.
Measurements are the data being collected or measurements being taken at any point in
the process include physical measurement, automatic sensor readings and inspections.
➢ Questionable resolution because ACME Jet is finding rejects going out to two
decimal places where the ABS Sensor’s analog gauge is only graduated in whole
number graduations
➢ Test equipment out of calibration or Malfunctioning at ABS or ACME.
Machines are the tools and equipment involved in the manufacturing process or the
systems are involved in the manufacturing of product.
➢ Worn or incorrect fixturing can also be detrimental to the proper functionality of a
switch. Actuation and deactuation settings are performed using various fixtures.
Non-issue.
Manpower are the people directly involving with the production process. Many of the
people issues are really methods, machine or material issues.
➢ Cross training is done yearly to include back up operators in assembling & testing.
Routings and Blue prints differentiate the individual units within that product line.
When the main operator is out the backup performs their work; this is the re-training
via hands on. Non-issue.
4 Potential Root Causes Identified
1. An internal process change occurred when the digital gauge was swapped out for an
analog gauge. Further investigation shows that this digital gauge model is also used
by ACME Jet.
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2. Contacted microswitch supplier regarding any material or process changes from 2009
to 2015. In July 2009, the micro-switch manufacturing line was moved to another
building. In 2010 ABS Sensors had conducted a study that compared 8 switches each
from 2009 & 2010 to evaluate the operating characteristics: switch actuation and
repeatability. Reference Appendix A. The test results did not reveal any evidence
that the parts had operated with any distinguishable variation or irregularities,
between either lot or material. Closed out potential root cause 2.
3. Contacted aneroid capsule supplier for any material or process changes from 2009 to
2015. History shows that in 2007 aneroid capsules were found to be leaking during
ATP. Conducted internal testing and found no issues. Reference Appendix B.
Capsule supplier investigated their processes and found a problem in their welding.
The parts since have operated with no distinguishable variation or irregularities,
between either lot or material. ABS Sensors Material certifications were reviewed to
support the sourcing claims. Based on this review of both processes and materials,
the capsule was not identified as a likely source of any change in product stability.
Closed out potential root cause 3.
4. Analog gauge does not have enough resolution.
Two potential root causes were eliminated after further investigation thereby leaving two
root causes.
5 Why results. The results all point towards the fact an improper tool was used for the
for the job.
1. Changing out digital pressure controller and gauge out for analog gauge.
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Why? During a Value Stream Mapping event it was found that the digital pressure
controller/gauge was too slow to draw a vacuum.
Why? The digital pressure controller/gauge controls the rise and decay rate of
pressure.
Why? If the rate is too fast the operator will not be able to detect when actuation
and deactuation occurs.
2. Analog gauge does not have enough resolution.
Why? Analog gauge is only graduated to whole numbers not decimal places.
Cannot find accurate graduated points.
Why? Graduated points are dependent where the operator is sitting in proximaty
to gauge face.
The analog pressure gauge has a very high probability of being the root cause because
both 5 whys are related and take less than 5 whys to come to a conclusion.
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Chapter IV: Results
The purpose of this chapter is to use the PDCA method to review data collected from the
fishbone and 5 whys.
Plan Phase
Before the investigation into root cause was started, a containment action was taken to
stop further delays at ACME Jet. In order to keep ACME Jet’s production line from shutting
down it was decided to change the actuation point from 446.5 mmHg to 448.5 mmHg to offset
the negative bias of 6 mmHg found during initial investigation.
A comparison was made between the analog gauge and a digital gauge. Visually there
are a glaring differences. See figure 40 Comparison. The analog gauge is graduated in 1 mmHg
or a whole number whereas the digital gauge goes out to 2 decimal places. Dependent upon how
the technician is sitting in relationship to the analog gauge effects how the accurate the readings
are: examples are angle and glare. Digital gauge has a large readout easily readable. Accuracy
for analog gauge is 1% versus the digital gauge of .05%

Figure 40. Comparison.
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Because the switch functionality it based upon the sum of its parts and not individual
piece parts a MSE was chosen. The MSE identifies and quantifies different sources of variation
that can affect a measurement system. The measurement system is a process and errors can be
introduced during the measurement process. Variation in measurements can be attributed to
variation in the item being measured or to the measurement system itself. The error in the
measurement system itself is measurement error.
The purpose of an MSE (Measurement System Evaluation) is to separate measurement
error attributed to product variability and measurement variability. Reference formula below:
Y = f (x1, x2, x3, ...y1, y2...)
Measurement Value = f (variation in measurement system, variation of product).
Ideally one wants measurement variability to be a lot less than product variability.
The Gage R&R is about the variation in the whole measurement system. “Montgomery
defines R&R as a tool used for analysis of the variability associated to instrumentation
contribution, environmental conditions and operators in a given process of manufacturing or
measurement” (Barbosa, Peres & Hermosilla, 2014). Variation from the measurement device is
repeatability. Variation from the individual operators of the measurement device is
reproducibility. “Schissatti defines the variability as a measurement representation of a set of
real values submitted by a quality characteristic due to the variations that occurs on the input
parameters” (Barbosa, Peres & Hermosilla, 2014).
The standard Gage R&R process is to take 10 parts and have three operators take 3
measurements each three times. There are multiple programs that can be used for analyzing
data: macstats, excel or minitab, in minitab the crossed Gage R&R study is used to find how
much of your process variation is due to measurement system variation. Crossed Gage R&R
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uses the same parts which are measured by each operator multiple times. Because every picture
tells a story it is faster to read and analyze the graphs. For minitab gage R&R the graph
commonly used is called the “six pack”. Results for both analog and digital gauge six pack are
seen in figure 41 Six pack.
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Figure 41. Six pack.
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In the first section of the six pack are the components of variation, there are three
comparisons made from these results: % of overall variation, % of tolerance and % of
contribution. Both analog and digital six packs display a good measurement system based on the
components of variation chart where the largest component of variation is in part-to-part
variation. But for the analog gauge there are still are still issues within that chart regarding the
Gage R&R, Repeatability and Reproducibility where all are greater than 30% based upon
tolerance percentage.
In the R chart both the repeatability and reproducibility variations are shown. Both R
charts are in control where almost all the data points are inside the control limits,
The X-bar chart by operator shows the part variation, using the measurement system R
chart for the limits. Both X-bar chart display a good measurement system because they are out
of control where all data points outside the control limits. This means that the part variation is
easy to detect, despite the variation in the measurement system.
Variation by part sample shows the individual readings of each part. In digital gauge
chart, the variation in the parts are large, in comparison to the variation in the readings around
the average for each part. This means that the parts are quite different from one another, while
the measurement is taking readings very close to the part average. For the analog gauge the
individual points are spread out from each other on each sample, meaning that the measurement
system is having a hard time picking up whether the variation is coming from the part or the
measurement system itself.
Overall average by operator chart shows the differences between operators using their
overall average reading. The digital gauge chart displays a good measurement system where it
would not allow operators to cause a difference in the readings. In this case you are looking for a
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straight line meaning that across all parts, the operators averaged close to the same readings. The
analog gauge does not show a straight line where an operator with an average higher or lower
than the others, then it confirms that they have an influence on the final measurement, and
therefore the measurement system is inadequate.
Operator sample interaction chart will show the interaction plots for operator by parts.
The digital gauge chart has parallel lines, which means there are no interactions. The digital
gauge chart does not have parallel lines. This means that there are interactions where certain
parts were measured differently by certain operators.
Do Phase
Based on results of the MSE ABS Sensors changed from analog to digital for calibration
& ATP of ABS321 switches. The analog gage could not discriminate or distinguish between
good and bad parts because of the repeatability, resolution and sensitivity. See figure 42 for new
test setup. The containment action of offsetting reading has been retracted.
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Figure 42. New test setup.
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Chapter V: Discussion, Conclusion and Recommendations
This chapter will complete the last two phases of the PDCA cycle. From these phases a
conclusion will found.
Check Phase
Table 4 2017 data shows the test results from ACME Jet where there were 50 switches
shipped the 2nd quarter of 2017. Results are 47 passed and 3 failed a failure rate of 6%. The
actuation mean from this data is 445.85 mmHg. The tolerance of the switch is 440.4 - 452.6
mmHg. Compared the data from last quarter of 2015 where the results were 26 passed and 24
failed with a failure rate of 55%. The actuation mean from this data is 440.43 mmHg. The
actuation mean improved from 440.43 to 445.85. The most important change was that the failure
rate improved from 55% to 6%.
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Table 4
2017 Data
S/N

P/F
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
F

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Actuation
446.9
445.1
443.6
445.7
447.2
446.5
445.6
442.5
446.9
449.6
448.8
446.8
444.0
447.2
448.8
448.6
445.3
447.2
445.2
446.1
447.1
444.0
447.0
443.0
439.8

S/N
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

P/F
P
P
P
F
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
F

Actuation
447.6
445.8
445.8
439.1
446.0
447.3
445.6
444.0
444.8
444.9
446.2
448.6
446.0
446.2
448.8
446.7
446.5
444.9
443.1
446.7
447.1
446.6
447.3
449.9
438.7

Act Phase
Results from the check phase further enforces that you need the correct tool for the job.
In this case the digital gauge is the correct tool to be used in this process. The digital gauge is
now a permeant change.
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Continuous Improvement
ACME Jet has requested that further continuous improvement be implemented at both
XYZ China Assy and ABS Sensors facilities. 3 continuous improvement actions listed below:
1. ABS Sensors facilities purchased the same model hand held Druck vacuum gauge
that is used on ACME Jet’s production line. Training has been started and MSE’s are
planned to be conducted at this facility. See Appendix E.
2. XYZ China Assy purchased the same model hand held Druck vacuum gauge that is
used on ACME Jet’s production line. Training has been started and MSE’s are
planned to be conducted at this facility. See Appendix F.
3. ABS Sensors has started to investigate the effects of microswitch location in relation
to rotating switch 360° about the axial axis. Reasoning is that the switch is mounted
in the J-Box in the radial axis and testing at ABS Sensors is conducted in both radial
and tangential axis. Previous lab testing has shown that the lower the
pressure/vacuum the more susceptible the switch’s capsule is to mounting orientation.
See Appendix G.
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Appendix A: Boundary Diagram
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Appendix B: DFMEA
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Appendix C: Microswitch Testing
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Appendix D: Microswitch Testing
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Appendix E: ABS Sensors Druck Preliminary Testing
Druck testing at ABS Sensors.
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Appendix F: XYZ China Assy Druck Preliminary Testing
Druck testing at XYZ China Assy.

Druck
Switch
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Appendix G: Microswitch Orientation
CT Scans were taken to find microswitch orientation. Testing is being performed with the
switch in various axis/planes.

Switch inline marking

